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 It features a compelling narrative about the nature of good and evil, setting out to reveal the truth behind the twisted events in
the original game. The expansion takes place in the wasteland city of Eden, on a barren island of the Boneyard, from the

perspective of a band of mutants that have been stranded there. Written by Sean Spriggs and Mika, with additional writing by
Dan Chatelain, and artwork by Joseph Mayo,…Expand Eden's Revenge After the events of the original game, the mutants have
been forced to set sail on the last ever trip, to the island of Eden. On the way, they found out that Eden was just another greedy,
heartless city that was completely bent on destroying the mutants. To make matters worse, the mutants were also stranded on a

desert island which the city didn't allow. So far, the mutantsEden's Revenge So far, the mutants have managed to survive
through sheer dumb luck, and managed to acquire some weaponry from Eden, though they needed a lot of resources. But with

the city's army constantly patrolling the island, the only way they can escape is to defeat the city's guards. Strengths The
expansion is great on two main aspects: the narrative and the presentation. The narrative is a great re-creation of the original

game's events, while the presentation is very beautiful, despite the occasional technical hiccups that plague this new experience.
The development team has clearly put a lot of effort in the presentation. The whole presentation is just so beautiful that I wish I
could have played the whole thing in HD! I love the fact that the members of the mutants are very detailed, while the city is just
plain hideous. Though, I do wish that they took the time to add more environments for the mutants to explore, as we didn't have
enough to see, and their main goal is to get out of Eden. On the gameplay side, the designers of the expansion have made some
serious improvements over the original. The new game mechanics are all new, which makes the gameplay feel fresh. Though,

the new mechanics 82157476af
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